Comparative Study of Oral Clonidine Versus Gabapentin as Premedication for Anxiolysis, Sedation and Attenuation of Pressor Response to Laryngoscopy and Tracheal Intubation
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Background and Aims: We conducted a prospective, randomized, double-blind and controlled trial to compare the effects of oral clonidine and gabapentin as premedication in obtunding hemodynamic response to laryngoscopy and intubation in normotensive patients undergoing elective surgery. We also compared the preoperative anxiety and sedation status between these two drugs.

Materials and Methods: A total of 60 patients of American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical status I, aged 20-50 years of either sex enrolled in the study were randomly divided into two groups of 30 each. Group A patients received oral clonidine 200 mcg and Group B patients received oral gabapentin 900 mg, 90 minutes prior to induction of anesthesia. The heart rate, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure and mean arterial pressure were observed and recorded pre and post endotracheal intubation. Anxiety and sedation score were noted after 60 minutes of oral administration of drug as well as before induction of anesthesia.

Results: Both groups were matched for age, sex, weight and intubation time. Anxiety score and sedation score before induction were significantly better in clonidine group as compared with gabapentin group. Also oral clonidine attenuated the increase in heart rate, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure and mean arterial pressure better than oral gabapentin (p<0.05).

Conclusion: Oral clonidine provided good attenuation of hemodynamic response to laryngoscopy and intubation as compared with oral gabapentin. Also clonidine is better agent as anxiolytic and sedative than gabapentin.
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Introduction

The aim of anesthesiologist is not only to ensure a smooth induction and intubation but also to ensure an uneventful postoperative period. Laryngoscopy and tracheal intubation is a strong stimulus for cardiovascular system under light anesthesia.¹ The magnitude of response is great with increasing force and duration of laryngoscopy. The elevation of arterial pressure typically starts within 5 seconds of laryngoscopy, peaks in 1-2 minutes and returns to control level within 5 minutes.¹ Such hemodynamic changes can result in myocardial ischemia, specially in patients with cardiovascular disease.² Deepening of anesthesia³, lignocaine spray⁴ or intravenous⁵, sodium nitroprusside⁶, nitroglycerine⁷, hydralazine⁸,
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beta blocker, calcium channel blocker, gabapentin, pregabalin, alpha2 agonists as clonidine and dexmedetomidine, opioids as alfentanil, fentanyl, remifentanyl have traditionally been used as preoperative medication to eliminate or to suppress the stress response to laryngoscopy and intubation. Clonidine is an alpha2 adrenergic agonist, stimulates alpha2A subtype of alpha2 adrenergic receptors in the brain stem resulting in a reduction in sympathetic outflow from central nervous system thus causing lowering of arterial pressure by an effect on both cardiac output and peripheral resistance. By its central sympathetic action, it tends to attenuate the hemodynamic response to any surgical nociceptive stimulus and to improve overall peri-anesthetic cardiovascular stability.

Gabapentin is aminomethyl cyclohexane acetic acid, is structural analogue of neurotransmitter, gamma amino butyric acid (GABA) was introduced in 1993 as an adjunct antiepileptic drug for the treatment of refractory partial seizure. It was shown to be effective in treating postherpetic neuralgia, other neuropathic pain, post poliomyelitis neuropathy, reflex sympathetic dystrophy, diabetic neuropathy and it has antinociceptive, antihyperalgesic and antiallodynic properties. More recently, it has been used to attenuate the stress response to direct laryngoscopy and intubation. The mechanism by which gabapentin attenuates the pressor response to laryngoscopy and intubation is unknown. The drug inhibits membrane bound voltage gated calcium channels, thus acting in a manner similar to calcium channel blockers. Both clonidine and gabapentin have certain adverse effects inherent their structure. Most common side effects with clonidine are dry mouth, sedation, hypotension and bradycardia. The most frequent side-effects reported with gabapentin are somnolence, dizziness fatigue, headache, tremors and nausea.

In view of these observations, the present study was designed to evaluate the efficacy of oral clonidine (200 mcg) versus oral gabapentin (900 mg) premedication for anxiety and sedation status, blunting the heart rate variability as well as pressor response to direct laryngoscopy and intubation.

Materials & Methods
It was a randomized controlled double blind study conducted in National Institute of ENT (NIENT) Dhaka, during the period of February and March 2018. After having obtained written informed consent from all 60 patients of either sex, aged between 20 and 50 years, belonging to ASA physical status class I, undergoing elective surgery under general anesthesia with endotracheal intubation were included. Patients with anticipated difficult intubation, more than one attempts of intubation, hypertension, hepatic or renal insufficiency, obesity and asthma were excluded from the study. Pre-anesthetic evaluation was done in all patients. The patients enrolled were randomly assigned into two equal groups of 30 patients each.

Clonidine group (Group A): Where patients received oral clonidine 200mcg, 90 minutes prior to induction of anesthesia with a sip of water.

Gabapentin group (Group B): Where patients received oral gabapentin 900 mg, 90 minutes prior to induction of anesthesia with a sip of water.

Routine pre-anesthesia evaluation was carried out in all patients a day prior to the scheduled procedure. The patients and the concerned anesthesiologists were kept blinded to the group they were assigned. However, the investigator assessing the outcome was not blinded.

On arrival of the patient in the operating room, non-invasive blood pressure, electrocardiogram and pulse oximeter were attached. Base line values for pulse rate, systolic, diastolic and mean arterial blood pressure and arterial oxygen saturation were measured and recorded. The patients were kept nil per oral from the midnight before surgery. After securing the intravenous access premedication was done with intravenous fentanyl 2 mg per kg body weight. Induction of anesthesia was done with a titrated dose of intravenous propofol after 3 minutes pre oxygenation. Vecuronium 0.1 mg/kg body weight was given for muscle relaxation. After 3 minutes of assisted ventilation the trachea was intubated with a single use high volume low pressure cuffed polyvinyl chloride endotracheal tube 7.5 and 7.0 mm internal diameter for male and female
patients respectively. Position of ETT was confirmed and cuff was inflated with just enough room air to prevent audible leak then secured the endotracheal tube. General anesthesia was maintained as standard procedure with halothane, nitrous oxide, oxygen and vecuroniums required. Patients were reversed as usual at the end of operation.

**Anxiety score Sedation score**

0: Patient quiet and comfortable 1: Wide awake  
1: Patient uneasy 2: Sleeping comfortably but responding to verbal command  
2: Patient worried or anxious 3: Deep sleep but arousable  
3: Patient very worried or very upset 4: Deep sleep but not arousable  
4: patient frightened or terrified

Anxiety score and sedation score were recorded at base line and before induction of anesthesia. Hemodynamic parameters were noted just before the oral drug administered and after 90 minutes, before induction of anesthesia and just before intubation. Thereafter heart rate, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure and mean arterial pressure were recorded at 1 min, 3 min, 5 min and 10 min after intubation. ECG was continuously monitored for any dysrhythmias during this period. Duration of laryngoscopy and endotracheal intubation was also recorded. Side effects pertaining to clonidine and gabapentin were noted pre-operatively as well as post-operatively.

**Statistical Analysis**

At the end of the study data was compiled and analyzed using unpaired-t test for quantitative data and for non-quantitative data and association between groups with respect to various characteristics Chi-square test was applied. A p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

Table - I shows the distribution of age, weight and sex in two groups, which were comparable statistically.

Anxiety score and sedation score were compared before and after the administration of drugs. The difference was statistically significant (p < 0.05) in both the groups Table II and Table III.

However, anxiety score and sedation score were significantly better in clonidine (group A) as compared with gabapentin (group B) p < 0.05 Table IV and Table V.

Hemodynamic parameters as heart rate and mean arterial pressure were shown in Table VI and Table VII. Heart rate (Table VI) in clonidine (group A) remained below base line at all times except at 1 minute following intubation when transient rise was observed. Whereas in gabapentin (group B) the heart rate rise persisted until the end of study period and was statistically significant at all times as compared to group A (p < 0.05).

Similarly mean arterial pressure (Table VII) also attenuated in group A and it remained below baseline throughout the study period. This fall in MAP was significant but did not warrant any active intervention. In group B also fall in MAP was observed at all times except at 1 minute following intubation when rise in MAP was observed, which was statistically significant (p < 0.05).

Side-effects pertaining to clonidine and gabapentin were noted pre- and post-operatively. 46% of the patients in group A complained of dry mouth pre- and post-operatively and bradycardia observed in 3% cases, which did not warrant any treatment. Similarly, in group B there were minor complaints of headache, drowsiness and dizziness.

**Table-I: Comparison of demographic data between the two groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Group A (n=30)</th>
<th>Group B (n=30)</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years (mean±SD)</td>
<td>34.51±6.43</td>
<td>35.72±5.86</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight in kg (mean±SD)</td>
<td>56.83±7.48</td>
<td>55.63±8.14</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male/female)</td>
<td>16/14</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The sympathoadrenal activation associated with laryngoscopy and endotracheal intubation causes the rise in arterial blood pressure, tachycardia and dysrhythmias. The achievement of a smooth induction with minimal reflex hemodynamic response during laryngoscopy and endotracheal intubation remains an important anesthetic goal. Several strategies have been evolved to blunt this undesirable response, but each method has its own advantage and disadvantage.

Clonidine and gabapentin are drugs under intense investigation as an adjunct to anesthesia in various forms. Clonidine originally introduced as antihypertensive drug, has analgesic, sedative and anxiolytic properties. It improves the quality of induction, maintenance and recovery of anesthesia. By its central sympatholytic action, it tends to attenuate the hemodynamic response to any surgical nociceptive stimulus and improve overall perianesthetic cardiovascular stability. Prevention of tachycardia in response to laryngoscopy and endotracheal intubation and the slowing of heart rate induced by clonidine share a complex mechanism. It consists of different components, centrally the activation of alpha 2 adrenoceptors causes both a reduction in peripheral sympathetic tone and an increase of vagally induced reflex bradycardia. Similarly, gabapentin most recently has been evaluated as an analgesic, anti-hyperalgesic when used perioperatively. Role of gabapentin in obtunding hemodynamic response has been highlighted by Fassoulaki et al and Memis et al.

We evaluated and compared oral clonidine and gabapentin in patients scheduled to undergo major surgery under general anesthesia. The study was prospective randomized controlled trial and performed in the Department of Anaesthesiology & Intensive care, Dhaka Medical College Hospital.

The study was conducted on 60 patients scheduled for major general anesthesia. Patients aged 18-60 years with American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical status I and II were included in the study. The patients were randomly allocated to either group A (n=30) or group B (n=30) using a random number table. Group A received clonidine 2 micrograms/kg intravenously followed by rectal gabapentin 150 mg and Group B received placebo. Both groups received midazolam 0.05 mg/kg intravenously as premedication. The patients in both groups were rapidly induced with thiopental sodium 5-7 mg/kg and suxamethonium 1.5 mg/kg intravenously. After induction of anesthesia, patients were intubated with a stylet in the endotracheal tube and maintained on general anesthesia with sevoflurane in oxygen and air. The patients were monitored for arterial blood pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate and oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry. The data were collected just before induction, 1 min after ETI, 3 min after ETI and 5 min after ETI.

The statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 20 and Microsoft Excel. The data were analyzed using Chi square test for categorical data and Student’s t-test for continuous data. A p-value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
gabapentin in abolishing the hemodynamic response to laryngoscopy and endotracheal intubation.

The effect of clonidine 200mcg on MAP and HR in our study was similar to the observation of Ravel and Mehta. Fassoulaki et al. observed that higher dose of gabapentin (1600 mg) had no effect on HR and MAP at 0-24 hours after operation but Memis et al. observed complete attenuation of HR and MAP with 800 mg gabapentin when given orally 1 hour before surgery. Marashi et al. after comparative evaluation of two drugs reached an inference that both clonidine and gabapentin are equally effective in attenuating BP response to laryngoscopy and intubation.

We observed that both clonidine and gabapentin showed anxiolysis and sedation in a significant proportion of subjects. The anxiolytic and sedative effect was significantly more with clonidine than gabapentin. Our results were similar to the study of Faheim et al. who used clonidine 300 mcg and gabapentin 600 mg.

**Conclusion**

Oral clonidine 200mcg when given 90 minutes before anesthesia is better attenuator among the two drugs (gabapentin 900 mg orally) studied over here to attenuate the cardiovascular responses to laryngoscopy and endotracheal intubation. Clonidine also provided better sedation and anxiolysis when compared with gabapentin.
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